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YOUNG READERS EDITION, JANUARY 30, 2014



Ham&amp;High

A special edition for people of all ages by the writers of



tomorrow



INSIDE



Daniel Wittenberg investigates a world where being cruel usually goes without punishment



COOL CHOIRS



DANGERS in the dark

world of social media



Homeless but

not hopeless

CONFESSIONS OF

AN ANOREXIC

Dangers of the

virtual world

SEXISM: IT’S

ENDEMIC

Michael Frayn:

I hated the theatre

MESMERISED

BY BOB DYLAN

What’s lurking in

East Finchley?

NOT FOOLED

BY HONOURS

MP: Politicians

just aren’t normal

SPORT:

Football rivalry

Ashes ﬁasco

A man’s world



Social networks like Facebook and

Twitter have the potential to be a

unique force for good in the 21st

Century but young people are unable to take full advantage of them,

according to north London experts

and teenagers.

A leading local youth champion

has joined the growing number of

psychologists and school pupils

voicing their concerns that the internet’s imperfections – including

a capacity to cause disputes and

intensify mental illnesses amongst

teenagers – are currently reducing

its effect as a platform for young

people.

Islington ﬁlmmaker and House of

Lords member Beeban Kidron said:

“We are on the verge of seeing the

Internet bring greater democracy

and creativity, but young people

don’t get past the ﬁrst stage of big

websites.”

Baroness Kidron, whose documentary InRealLife examines how

the Internet is changing British

youth culture, has noticed more

pressures placed on teenagers since

the upsurge in social networks.

“It looks like everybody gets to

broadcast themselves, but these



websites are very templated. Then

of course there are issues of beauty,

sexuality and a culture of cruelty:

80 per cent of people are more likely

to be cruel online than in real life,

because you don’t have to deal with

the outcome,” she added.



Desperate



Children’s charity ChildLine is reported to have linked the impact

of social media with a dramatic increase in the amount of calls from

young people struggling with eating

disorders, suggesting that such websites may be doing more harm than

good. Child psychologist Laverne



Antrobus – a consultant at the Tavistock Clinic in Belsize Park – believes

that people must learn to treat online venom just as they would deal

with other life situations.

She said: “People don’t really recognise that the computer is an extension of themselves. There have

been fundamental changes to the

way people interact, and we have to

live with it in a way that promotes

healthy development. There is no

hiding place on social networks –

you click a button and you have let a

whole group of people know exactly

what you’re thinking.”

But Ms Antrobus also called for



websites to take more responsibility over moderating pages that promote anorexia or self-harm, stating:

“They can pull young people, who

are already quite desperate about

themselves, into greater depths of

negativity.”

Following last week’s inquest

into the suicide of West Hampstead schoolgirl Tallulah Wilson,

for which her online activity was

deemed a signiﬁcant factor, the

Ham&amp;High has used part of its special young readers’ supplement to

let 11 to 18-year-olds have their say

on issues related to social media and

teenage apprehensions.

Jessie Smith, 15, who has written an article (see page 6) about

the anxieties some teenagers face

online, said: “I have been in situations where a social networks have

turned very dark – they always escalate very quickly.”

Young social media user Theo

Rollason, of Tufnell Park, said: “It

has deﬁnitely changed our deﬁnition of a friend. Ironically, it seems

to be breaking down our ability to

socialise – the lines between reality

and the internet are becoming ever

more blurred.”



Specialist in the sale,

acquisition and

letting of premium,

high calibre

residential property

in North West and

Central London.
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Forget all the

perfect... just

Teenage blogger Rachel Fleminger Hudson

exposes the main societal issues concerning

school-age women today, some of which are

explored in more detail in our Young Readers

Edition – in the style of famous Crouch Ender

Caitlin Moran



■ Rachel Fleminger Hudson



Teenage girls are the most complex

of all beasts, but I wouldn’t necessarily put that entirely down to the

raging hormones ﬂowing through

our veins.

The shift between childhood and

womanhood is difﬁcult enough,

yet it seems that society is unable

to keep their paws off of even the

most delicate of transitional periods.

Between the ages of 11 and 18, a

girl has the enormous task of creating an identity for herself and

learning to create and express her

own views.

This burden alone is one of

mammoth proportions – how can

anybody be expected to do this, if

society is putting constant pressure on them to strive for perfection in everyday life?

Although a lot of this pressure

is self-inﬂicted by our feverish adolescent brains, I believe that society has a lot to answer for.

This unrealistic obsession with

creating a nirvana ﬁlled with

glossy, academically achieving,

socially conforming sirens, is the

nasty offspring of an idealistic

society and a fantasy-intoxicated

media.

Whether it be her appearance,

performance at school, social life

or mental stability, there seems to

be this huge urge amongst girls to



become a perfect person. A frankly

disturbing amount of pressure is

placed on young girls at the moment they leave primary school.

This desire to become the paragon of our time is accentuated

by the ﬂow of images, ideals and

news stories that ﬂood our lives

every day.

At school we are told to perform

well academically, yet still to maintain a creative and healthy lifestyle.

The competitive atmosphere

of any school brings to mind

the phrase “Be the best, beat the

rest” – so one would think that

school cares more about academic

progress than the appearance of

its pupils.



Horriﬁc

Yet it also seems that model students are compelled to have perfect uniform, appropriate hair and

un-ripped tights, thus proving that

perfection in appearance is also

deemed “important”.

At home and on the internet, we

are bombarded by a tumult of different images portraying supposedly “perfect” women.

A recent survey of my friends

showed that most would ideally

like to be between a size 6-8, with

sizeable assets, a small waist, long

legs, long hair, clear skin, straight



Wac Arts Free School offers a beacon of hope to disengaged young

people by using creativity to open the door to learning and development.

The Free School will offer an alternative education curriculum in

performing arts &amp; media for 14-19 year olds.

A Public Consultation will be held on Friday, 31 January @ The Town

Hall, 213 Haverstock Hill NW3 4QP from 6-8pm. The meeting will

provide an opportunity for local residents, businesses, secondary schools,

youth support services, Councillors and other interested parties to ﬁnd

out more about the Free School which will open in September 2014.

We invite you to come and learn about the beneﬁts and outcomes and

the positive impact this initiative will have on the community and the

chance to join in a Q&amp;A session.

This is free event and the local community is welcome.

For more information, please contact Angelle.Bryan@WacArts.co.uk
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Follow us on Twitter



@hamandhigh



pressure to be

be yourself

This unrealistic

obsession with

creating a nirvana

ﬁlled with socially

conforming sirens is

the nasty offspring of

an idealistic society

and a fantasyintoxicated media

Rachel Fleminger Hudson



white teeth and high cheekbones.

Astoundingly, the image which

therefore springs to mind is virtually one of a Barbie doll.

Society places a phenomenal

amount of pressure on teens and

this can often trigger anxiety and

other stress-related illnesses.

In 2014, one would think that society and the media would recognise these problems and seek to offer a caring environment for young

women, yet it seems as though the

media is determined to continue

wreaking havoc.

Recently I read a horriﬁc article

on a misogynistic website, entitled

“5 Reasons to Date a Girl with an

Eating Disorder”.

Despite the article receiving a

huge online backlash, the fact that

young women are exposed to articles like this is damaging enough.

Many young girls – especially

when placed in a single-sex environment like many north London

private schools – ﬁnd it difﬁcult to

come to terms with such material



and can develop destructive ideals

within their fragile minds.

And I really do mean fragile. Essentially, a fresh-faced young girl

is just the initial fragments of her

future self. If this process is disturbed by the pressure to achieve

perfection, then how is any young

woman meant to develop?

Teenage girls also face pressure

from her friends and peers to follow the impossible social normalities of our time.

Girls are expected to conform

and ﬁt in, yet to have their own individuality and niche which they

slot into.

Girls are deemed “frigid” if they

choose to abstain from sexual activity but are branded a “slut” if

they decide to. Girls are seen as

boring if they don’t go to parties

but wild if they go to too many.

Likewise with drugs and alcohol.

Each “rule” seems to have this

invisible, undetectable line which

girls are meant to ﬁnd and cling

onto, trying not to swing too far either side of it.

These social guidelines are basically impossible to follow and none

of them takes into account the

most important feature of a person

– their personality.

If people don’t accept you for

your true nature and idiosyncrasies, then there is no point trying

to change who you are in order to

manufacture a friendship with

them.

The best friendships are the

ones where you can lie in silence

with someone, enjoy each other’s

company and eat pizza. Disgustingly cheesy but true. Forget social

boundaries.

Forget the pressure to be perfect.

Forget that your slice of pizza has

300 calories in it. This isn’t Village

of the Damned, this is real life.

Illustration by Lily Berman



2013 CELEBRATING

OUR BEST EVER

RESULTS

81% of our students

achieved 5 A*-C at GCSE

84% of our students achived

3 A*-C at A Level

Ofsted rated Good with

Outstanding Leadership

March 2013

For more information and to

request a prospectus please

visit our website:



www.hsg.haringey.sch.uk
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MY NORTH LONDON

Daniel Roche, 14, lives in

Barnet with his parents and

two older brothers. He is

best known for playing Ben

Brockman in the BBC sitcom

‘Outnumbered’ and attends

University College School,

Hampstead

You have a day off to spend as you wish in

north London: what would you get up to?

I would go and explore the wonders

of Camden Town and Camden

Market with a few friends, or

maybe just chill on Hampstead

Heath.

.

Is there anything about the area that you

would like to see changed or improved?

It’s a slight bugbear but it would be

great if the London Underground

could make a small bridge route

that would connect the High Barnet

and Edgware branches of the

Northern Line. Getting around in

this part of the world would be so

much easier.

As guest editor of the Ham&amp;High for a

day, what one local issue would

you most like to see reported?

Probably the rising gang threat

in East Finchley. There have been

quite a few stories about gang

violence and robberies in the area

over the past few years and it is a

bit of a worry.

You are twenty years older and a ﬁlm is set

to be made about your life. Which actor

would you choose to play you and why?

That’s difﬁcult. Probably Aaron

Taylor-Johnson, who started acting

from a young age too and was a

great lead in the ﬁlm ‘Chatroom’.

I would also be happy to pick Evan

Peters or Craig Roberts because of

their performances in ‘American

Horror Story’ and ‘Submarine’.

If you had to write your own school

report, what would it say?

Could try harder, of course, but

altogether he keeps up in his

subjects and gets good marks.



|



Follow us online at
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UCS: the all-boys school

where choirs are so cool

Jonathan Tang praises changing attitudes towards singers



There

have been

quite a few

stories

about gang

violence

and

robberies

in the area

over the

past few

years and

it’s a worry



In eight years at an all-boys school,

I have had my fair share of being

frowned upon for singing in the choir.

It was always different for guys who

played in an indie-rock band or even

in the orchestra, but for some reason

people considered singing to be a

waste of time.

Nevertheless, this has changed as I

got older and most of my classmates

matured. For the most part pupils are

no longer embarrassed to call themselves choir members.

When I asked fellow students at University College School (UCS) in Frognal, Hampstead, why they liked singing in the choir, they told me that it’s

purely because they are so passionate

about their pastime.

“I think it’s very important as a

singer to perform and to grow in conﬁdence – and of course being in the

choir makes us immensely popular

people,” said Sixth Former Charles

Newman.

“Top students from music colleges

even want to go to UCS, so I think it

is the school’s best specialist department.”

The students’ appreciation of being

able to sing together with their friends

also emerged as a main theme in our

discussion – particularly for Charlie

Pearch, who was persuaded by his

classmate Charles to re-join the choir

after previously bunking rehearsals.

“I feel quite lucky to have such a

ﬁne singing teacher in Mr Tim Ward,”

he says. “He is a phenomenal teacher,

who even manages to get people from

Year 7 into music colleges. Unlike

other teachers, he pushes you in not

a very forceful way and he manages to

get the best out of people.”

The opportunity to go on tour to

Italy with the School Orchestra kept

people coming too and was a worthy

reward for one of the best groups of

singers UCS has ever had, according



■ Members of the school choir and orchestra on tour in Italy

to its choirmaster, some of whom

have since graduated from the school.

Having said that, the keen new cohort

of Year 7 and 8 pupils means the alto

section is growing stronger.

“Even people who think they can’t

sing can actually sing well, and even

the worst people can possibly become

the best after a lot of practice,” said

choir veteran Max Loble.

“Many of us have had singing lessons since a very young age and because of that, we have managed to

persuade our friends to join in with

the choir. I’m quite a musical person,

so I guess that getting people to try

music in general is part of what you

do.”

But what is it like for the girls who

become members of the choir as part

of UCS’s mixed gender Sixth Form?

“I went to an all-girls school with all

female voices, and being able to sing



with male singers at UCS is particularly special.

‘‘The repertoire we have covered is

quite demanding and to say you’ve

covered those pieces sounds so impressive” said Mana Kimura-Anderson, who is also a singer at the Royal

Academy of Music.

She added: “When I started singing

I realised that it’s all about your body;

the older you get, it develops and the

more natural it becomes.

‘‘Standing next to any conﬁdent

singer can give anyone a boost, as

they are the backbone of the choir

and they pass on conﬁdence to other

members. Having said that, though, it

is down to you and how you sing.”

From concerts to casual performance platforms and Mozart to ‘Fly Me

to the Moon’, choirs have so much to

offer and anyone can give it a shot.

Even at a boys’ school.
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Stabbed in the heart

and left on the street

Lauren Sneade meets rough sleeper Tim Wright and

discovers that stereotypes can be horribly wrong

Homelessness in the UK is an issue many will be aware of, but

are we aware of how serious this

problem really is?

Tonight, approximately three

hundred people will be sleeping

rough on the streets of London

and, over the last year, 3,500 men

and women have spent at least

one night without any permanent

shelter in the Capital – this is almost half the number of people

sleeping rough in the entire country.

Tim Wright is a man in his early thirties, found most nights outside the Barclays branch in Highbury, though you will never ﬁnd

him there during the day for he

is aware that his presence might

be “off-putting” to the bank’s customers.

Tim is a trained carpenter who

is unable to ﬁnd work; he is currently waiting to be accepted into

a London hostel – the only one

he is able to apply for, as it is the



■ Sleeping rough



■ Lauren Sneade

only one which will allow dogs.

Tim could never part with his best

friend Freddie.

Frequently he will have to spend

more than thirty pounds to take

care of Freddie’s vet bills, a sum

which he very often cannot afford.



Picture Credit: meunierd / Shutterstock.com



Personal Development Coaching

(NLP Hynotherapy)



Would you

like help with

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
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Stopping Smoking

Weight Control

Public Speaking

Exam Stress

Phobias

Self Esteem

Learn Self-Hypnosis



Highgate &amp; Harley Street Practices

Free initial telephone consultation



Tel: 0203 283 8139

Mob: 07956 855 027



Tim has spent most of this winter

sleeping in churches he has been

allowed into.

Tim became homeless in 2002

when he was stabbed in the chest

by his ﬂatmate’s boyfriend, damaging his coronary arteries.

Because of this he was unable

to work, so he lost his house and

his car. Too embarrassed about

his situation to ask any of his

friends for help – and with no parents to turn to – he ended up on

the streets.

He could not get beneﬁts because he didn’t have a home address and he can’t work on a building site anymore as he doesn’t

have a qualiﬁcation card.

The man who attacked him got

11 years in prison; now he is out

but Tim is still on the streets. I

asked Tim what kind of people

normally give him money and he

said that “the people in suits never do, it’s the people who are two

wage packets away from where I

am who fork out.”

Most years before 2010 saw a decline in the number of people left

homeless in London. The ﬁgures

have more than doubled in the last

four years. It is perhaps no coincidence that this comes at a time of

drastic cuts to housing beneﬁts.

According to the housing and

homelessness charity Shelter,

80,000 children in the UK had no

permanent accommodation to

sleep in this Christmas.

This is a serious issue and,

while rents in London continue

to rise and the welfare budget for

housing stays lower than at any

time in recent history, it looks

unlikely that the situation will

change any time soon.



■ Tim Wright and his beloved companion, Freddie



Advertisement feature

Jonathan Conway is an experienced and

effective qualiﬁed hypnotherapist certiﬁed NLP

master practitioner and coach with practices

based in Highgate and also in Harley Street in

central London.

The start of 2014 is a good time to consider

making changes in your life both personally and

professionally. Perhaps at work it is time to gain

that promotion that you have been wanting for

a while in your career or to be able to manage

stressful situations more effectively.

Hypnosis and NLP Coaching can also help with

public speaking presentations and interview

technique.



Jonathan Conway

BSc Dip EHPNLP MNCH (ACC)

NLP Master Practitioner and Coach

CNHC Registered (Hypnotherapy)



www.theconwaypractice.co.uk

OVER 18 YEARS EXPERIENCE



Hypnotherapy is considered to be a powerful

tool in helping people to overcome the urge to

smoke or to control your weight by utilising



the power of the unconscious mind through

visualisation of various changes in your life.

Hypnotherapy can also help with resolving travel

phobias such as ﬂying and to help a person feel

more conﬁdent and have greater self-esteem.



Jonathan‘s tips for 2014:

• Do something for yourself each day

• Take some exercise such as a walk

• Use Positive Visualisation(self-hypnosis

can also be helpful)

• Finally be compassionate towards yourself

If you are curious about how hypnotherapy and

NLP Coaching could beneﬁt you call Jonathan

Conway on 0203 283 8139 or 07956 855027

or contract him through his website

www.theconwaypractice.co.uk
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Cyberbullying and

the web generation

Jessie Smith argues that websites like Facebook and online

networks can be platforms that fuel anxiety in young people



■ Jessie Smith says we should be concerned about the rise of cyberbullying



Have you ever lied about your

age? Chatted and given information to strangers or people

you barely know? Have you

ever seen photos depicting selfharm or eating disorders?

For most members of the internet generation, the answer

will most likely be yes.

As age boundaries of social

network users melt, shouldn’t

we be worried about how common cyberbullying has become? Depression and anxiety

in teenagers has never been

higher and I believe it is due to

the amount of social pressure

that the internet puts on us.

In a hypothetical situation,

a girl, aged, 11, joins Facebook.

She makes simple posts that

describe something funny that

her cat did or events that happen during her day.

What she will begin to realise

is that those who are older than

her are judging her for making

“silly” and “immature” posts.

So that after a while, she will

ﬁnd herself no longer doing so.

Her proﬁle picture is an ordinary photo of herself, but over

time she will begin to notice

how other people’s proﬁle pictures are glamorously edited,

receiving “likes” galore.

She will edit her appearance,

make herself “prettier” – then

“sexier” – and whenever a photo doesn’t get any likes, she will

delete it.

As she grows up, she will go

to more social events and be

involuntarily tagged in photos

online, some of which may not

be perceived as attractive.

For that reason, she could remove that tag, ask for the photo

to be deleted or report the image; yet, aged 14, her Facebook

proﬁle is no longer her own.

Facebook just isn’t real. It



allows this girl to be untrue to

herself because she knows how

quick and easy it is to be judged

online. But do we really blame

Facebook? Or is it just human

nature to degrade yourself and

others so that everyone, within

reason, ﬁts in?

Micro-blogging

network

Twitter has seen some of the

worst cases of cyberbullying.

By allowing complete strangers to communicate and using

“hashtags” to make slogans

viral, millions of teenagers

are using the website to have

closer contact with celebrities.



Consequences

The problem is that users can

cluster into fanbases, such as

the Beliebers (Justin Bieber)

and Directioners (One Direction) which often encourage

extreme behaviour. They attack people who criticise their

beloved pop celebrities with

brutal force and pick ﬁghts

with other fanbases.

For example, when diver

Tom Daley won a bronze medal

at the 2012 Olympic Games, a

group of Britons reacted by labelling him a “disgrace” to his

country.

Of course, Twitter hate can



To put an end

to poor internet

etiquette, we need to

try and ﬁnd a way to

change, or at least

moderate, human

nature



Jessie Smith



occur between schoolmates

and complete strangers, and

happens among adults.

Two people recently pleaded

guilty to sending menacing

tweets to journalist Caroline

Criado-Perez over her feminist

views, including death and

rape threats. Sadder still, there

are cases of teenagers being

gripped by online blogs featuring posts about suicide, mental

illness and glorifying anorexia

on networks like Tumblr, with

dreadful consequences.

A young boy or girl might

consider some acts to be standard reactions to a feeling of

sadness, while others will

see multiple photographs of

“thigh gaps” (space between

your inner thighs when you

stand with your feet together)

and unnaturally protruding

bones and think that is what

everyone considers beautiful.

The truth is that there are

too many young people unable

to determine right from wrong.

It may be the fault of the

people who post the disturbing content, rather than solely

the responsibility of social

networks. Facebook and Twitter can be a wonder of modern communication. Through

them we have seen tributes to

fallen heroes and thousands

gathering for political change

or to back charitable causes.

Despite being addictive, no

one can say that a social network is completely bad, and

in my opinion the darker side

is the fault of the people who

make the choice to judge others, to bully and to give dark

causes publicity.

To put an end to poor internet etiquette, we need to try to

ﬁnd a way to change, or at least

moderate, human nature.



■ Youngsters are exposed to a cocktail of opinions and images – some extreme and potentially

damagaing – on sites like Facebook and Twitter

Picture: Chris Ison/PA Wire
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Wanting to feel thin

is just part of illness

Rachel Clifton, a 15-year-old anorexic, tells her story

Everyone has choices in life.

Turn left at the lights or turn

right? A change of direction

can change your life – but how

would you know what the impact of one decision could be?

How it could quickly spiral out

of control? How it could fast become no longer an active choice

but something you have to do?

It makes your mother cry and

feel extreme anger. “How could

you do this to yourself ?” she

rages. “That’s not nice.”

No, it isn’t nice at all, you say.

But I’m not nice. My life is not

nice. Nothing is nice.

This is my way of trying to

stay calm and in control of myself: trying to punish myself

for my ﬂaws. I don’t want to

be human anymore. I want to

be some sort of immortal, immune from pain and hating myself. I see no other option.

It isn’t attention-seeking. It

isn’t fake. It is a cry for help

when no one is listening, a

hand in the darkness begging

“Please, don’t let me go.” It’s

that awful feeling when, at the

end of the day, it seems like all

you have is yourself. But you

hate yourself. So what then?

It isn’t about the food either,

or how much exercise you do,

or how much you weigh, or

even how you look. You cry

when you look in a mirror

but it isn’t just because you’re

“fat”, it’s because an image of

yourself is being presented and

you can’t bear who you are.

So what is it about? It’s

about a lifetime of never feeling worth anything. I have always felt lonely. I’m aware that

sounds pathetic and stupid, but

it is so painful to feel unloved.
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No matter how much you

hurt yourself and scar your

body, or shut yourself away

from the world and the things

you used to enjoy (because “you

don’t deserve it”), at some level

you believe that you belong like

this. And you’re too deep into

the labyrinth to escape now.

You never imagined your life

could be like this. You want to

pinch yourself and wake up,

as if it were all a sick fantasy.

But you can’t run away. You’re

15 and on section three of the

Mental Health Act. Detained

far from those you love. Detached from reality.



Innocent

Back when I was younger and

innocent of the world’s cruelty, I was horriﬁcally bullied.

I started to believe what they

said about me: “You’re ugly,”

“you’re a freak,” “you have big

ears.” Looking back, it seems

trivial and if it happened now

perhaps I’d cope better on the

surface.

I was just eight at the time. I

didn’t tell anyone. I couldn’t. I

was so used to being strong and

coping alone, while my parents

were too busy with their own

lives to notice I was upset.

I began to disappear. I started

to restrict my eating as it was

a way of punishing myself. I

thought I could make people

like me and my body seemed

like a place to start. People tell

me I was never overweight but

“big-boned” and a little chubby.

They said it was puppy fat, but

I was eight, not ﬁve, and quite

tall. I thought that I was too big.

I felt uncomfortable in myself

and deeply ashamed, and this



■ Rachel Clifton: ‘You cry when you look in the mirror’



was my way of trying to make

those horrible feelings go away.

I took it too far. My parents

didn’t notice until it was painfully obvious, then I denied everything. I didn’t realise what I

was doing until it was too late.

My dad took a picture of me

in my underwear, ribs sticking out, to try to shock me into

realising what I was doing, but

I thought that I was being entered for a child-model contest.

I remember looking at the

picture and thinking I was still

too big. I was nine or 10 and this

was just before I was diagnosed

with pre-anorexia (as anorexia

is an illness that traditionally

starts during or after puberty).

That I actually had a problem

only clicked on a holiday in

Israel when they caught me

hiding food. I remember walking along the Tel Aviv seafront

with my family, crying my eyes

out and promising to get better.

If only it were that simple.

My illness has evolved over

time. Initially the anorexia

was a cover-up for my depression and the underlying issues, and then it morphed into

something all-consuming that

almost killed me a few times.

But the reasons why I struggle

are not the societal stereotypes

of wanting to be “skinny” and

“perfect” – no, I do it to punish

myself and kill myself slowly.



Darkest days

On my darkest days, I want to

die, because I have been stuck

in this hole for so long, with no

experience of normal life.

Have my issues strengthened

me? I may be bitter and hardened, but this has made me who

I am. I hope there is more to me

than just my struggles, though.

I hope to ﬁnd out who I am.

Even when I’ve given up on

myself, my family still come

to see me. When they get frustrated, it’s only because they

can’t bear to see me like this.

Still they have some hope –

my mother calls it the “candle

burning faintly” – that one day

I will recover.

I hope one day I will just wake

up free. But that’s unrealistic. I

have mental illnesses and they

do not just go away in a blink

of an eye. One day I will heal,

though, and live the life I have

dreamed of: as a psychologist or

a writer. Travelling the world.

Being able to smile a true smile.

I know that only you can free

yourself and save your soul.

There is nothing more beautiful than a real smile that has

struggled through tears.

■ For more information about

coping with mental illness, visit

www.samaritans.org



I began to

disappear. I started

to restrict my eating

as it was a way of

punishing myself. I

thought that I could

make people like me

and my body seemed

like a place to start.

I felt uncomfortable

in myself and deeply

ashamed, and this

was my way of trying

to make those horrible

feelings go away



■ Rachel’s problems began when she suffered severe bullying at the age of eight
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United in fight

for equality

We take campaign into community

It was after joining Camden

School for Girls that I became interested in gender equality and

feminism, having grown up

in an inspirational environment which demonstrated the positive outcomes of supporting

young women.

It took time before

I became involved in

campaigns, though a

weekend at the South

Bank’s Women of the

World festival fuelled my

more active approach.

The talks opened my eyes

to the range of people who are

positively impacted by feminism;

from victims of rape, used as a

weapon of war, to participants in

an intimate discussion with teenage girls like myself. This showed

me that a shared desire for social equality could be achieved

through female empowerment,

and I realised that a seemingly

small school movement such as

our feminist group could have an

impact on the wider community.

Our mixed gender group has
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become a forum of debate for local and international topics in

which everyone feels comfortable

to share opinions and experiences. The more we explore, the more engaged

we become and we have

invited a variety of

incredible

speakers

to help us. The most

t h o u g h t - p r ovo k i n g

talks have been those

challenging my views,

such as when an anthropologist gave us an

alternative perspective on

female genital mutilation and

highlighted the tendency for Western cultures to condemn others.

We were inspired to take action

and recently re-launched our campaign to have lads’ mags removed

from the neighbouring Tesco supermarket. We also fundraise for

causes we feel passionately about.

This year we are supporting organisations in Camden that help

victims of domestic abuse.

Alida Haworth, co-leader,

Camden School for Girls

Feminist Group



Objectifying women fuels a culture of abuse

I was 11 the ﬁrst time a man tried

to slide his hand up my leg on the

Northern Line; 12 when I was wolfwhistled at and followed home by

a group of boys, and 13 when I was

told by a man on the top deck of a

bus that “the pay was good”.

Girls like me have been raised

to live in a state of perpetual and

necessary caution because of our

sex, despite living in one of the

most advanced cities in the world.

The knowledge that we are being continuously observed starts

at a young age.

For some it stays like that;

continued

observation,

judgements passed, verbal and low-level physical abuse – but others

become trapped in

abusive

relationships; have their

career limited due

to institutionalised

sexism and see their

rapists exonerated as

their outﬁt on the night

of the attack is deemed to

be “asking for it”.

Advertising tells us our negative space is worth more than our

positive space; that we are living,

breathing decorations, existing



for the pleasure of men; our primary value lies in the quality of

our performance.

By reducing women to objects

at everyday level we are creating

a culture in which daily harassment is commonplace, and a fertile environment for sexist abuse

and violence to blossom.



Pornography

The rise in media interest in feminism, the emergence of campaigns

and feminist newspapers, and the

creation of sixth form feminist

groups are a response to the

harmful effects felt by the

maturing of the internet

generations.

Pornography is no

longer a bare breast

in a crumpled Playboy magazine stuffed

underneath a mattress.

It is online, free and

extreme.

It is within this environment that boys my age,

the boys my friends and I are

in relationships with, come into

sexual maturity.

In the words of gender expert

Ran Gavrieli: “It is not about erot-



ica or healthy sexual communication; it is all about male domination of woman.

“In mainstream porn on the

web, we can ﬁnd the rape category

side by side with the humiliation

category, the abuse category, the

crying category. Porn is ﬁlled with

these motives, even in its mildest

form.”

He describes how, “...after making a habit out of porn, I lost my

ability to imagine. I found myself

trying to fantasise desperately

about something human and not

making it because my head was

bombarded by all of those images

of women being violated and subordinated.”

Young boys are being conditioned into expecting this from

their sexual partners, and women

into believing that this is what

they should be providing, as they

are presented with an increasingly violent, sadistic ideal of sexual

relationships.

The 13-year-old boy Googling

will soon need more to receive the

same thrill.

The impact of this widespread

exposure will impact for years to

come.

Nathalie Weatherald
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